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Abstract. Organizations are increasingly adopting artificial intelligence (AI) for
business processes. AI-based recommendations aim at supporting users in decision-making, e.g., by pre-filtering options. However, users can often hardly understand how these recommendations are developed. This issue is called “black
box problem”. In the context of Human Resources Management, this leads to
new questions regarding the acceptance of AI-based recommendations in the
recruiting process. Therefore, we develop a model based on the theory of planned
behavior explaining the relation between the user’s perception of the black box
problem and the attitude toward AI-based recommendations distinguishing between a mandatory and voluntary use context. We conducted 21 interviews with
experts from recruiting and AI. Our results show that the perception of the black
box problem conceptualized by the awareness and the evaluated relevance relates
to the user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations. Further, we show that
the use context has a moderating effect on that relation.
Keywords: Black box, AI-based recommendations, Human Resources Management

1

Introduction

The increasing demand for information technologies within the organizational context
changes the way companies handle their business-related processes. Organizations
have early recognized that the implementation of new technologies is beneficial for the
company’s success. Therefore, companies are ambitious to expand the use of information systems further in order to design their processes more efficiently [1]. In this
regard, artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly addressed [2]. One possible application of AI are recommender systems. In general, recommender systems are software
tools and techniques, providing suggestions for items that are of use to a user [3]. In the
private context, AI-based recommendations are well-known. For example, if a person
wants to watch a movie on Netflix, the platform suggests possible movies based on the
user’s preferences, which is determined by personal data, like previously watched
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movies or shows. In comparison, AI-based recommendations are also becoming more
and more present in the business context in general and in the human resources management (HRM) in particular [4]. Focusing on HRM, AI-based recommendations offer
new possibilities to realize various advantages from the organization’s perspective [4].
Primarily the automated recruiting of candidates gains importance as organizations expect various benefits such as faster application handling and relief of recruiters [5]. In
this regard, organizations make considerable efforts to push the application of AI-based
recommendations in their recruiting process [5, 6]. One of the general advantages of
these recommendations is that the information overload for the user is minimized. For
example, by pre-filtering possible candidates with the use of AI, recruiters are provided
with a pre-select list of job seekers that fit the vacancy. Therefore, information overload
is prevented, and the recruiter’s decision is supported. However, the application of AIbased systems in organizations also encourages controversial discussions as the prediction quality of the underlying technology of Machine Learning (ML) has continuously
advanced by simultaneously increasing the complexity of the learning process. As a
result, it is nearly impossible for humans to understand what the system is doing [7].
This so-called “black box problem” leads to challenges for organizations. For example,
organizations have to develop a basic understanding of AI-based systems and clarify
both potentials of this technology such as the production of accurate results and risks
such as regulatory requirements [2]. In this regard, also the acceptance of AI-based
technologies must be addressed as individuals might behave hesitantly when they are
uncertain about the basis of decision-making and have difficulties to appraise the consequences [8].
Regarding AI-based recommendations in HR, the system undertakes the role of the
recruiter. In this particular case, it is a debatable point whether the recruiter follows an
AI-based recommendation on their own responsibility when neither the basis of decision-making (e.g., why a system makes a certain recommendation) nor the consequences of a certain decision (e.g., what happens if the system fails) are clear.
Moreover, the extent to which the recruiter is willing to accept the competence-shift
from the human to the system is questionable [9, 10]. Given these challenges and
considering that “people factors” like user acceptance gain in importance for the
successful adoption of AI-based recommendations [5], it is crucial to discuss the
purport of black boxes for individuals in an organizational context. Prior research on
the black box problem focuses primarily on the technical perspective and aims to
identify methods that uncover how systems recognize patterns and make predictions [7,
11, 12]. However, the existing research lacks in covering the individual point of view
in an organizational context. Nonetheless, it is essential to understand the consequences
of non-interpretable AI-based recommendations for individuals. Against this backdrop,
it has to be clarified how users (e.g., recruiters) of AI-based recommendation systems
evaluate the consequences of missing transparency – provided that these users are
aware of the black box accompanied by the application of AI-based systems. Based on
this research gap, we intend to answer the following research question (RQ):
RQ:

How does the perception of the black box problem influence an individual’s
attitude toward AI-based recommendations?

As the field of HRM is highly underrepresented in current research in regards to the
black box problem of AI and it is of high relevance for individuals, we focus on this
specific domain. To frame our research, we focus on the theoretical lens of attitudebased technology acceptance [13]. We also consider the use context of the AI-based
recommendation following the approach presented by Krönung et al. [14]. In addition,
we explain the terms AI-based recommendations and black box problem. From a methodology perspective, we conducted 21 explorative interviews. Based on the results extracted from these interviews, we discuss the relation between the perception of the
black box problem and the user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations and we
show that the use context moderates this relation. Finally, the paper consolidates the
findings, shows limitations, and discusses research as well as practical implications.

2

Related work

In this section, we will summarize related work on attitude-based technology acceptance research and the black box problem of AI-based recommendations to highlight
the specific research gap that our approach is intended to fill.
2.1

Attitude-based technology acceptance research

To examine a user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations in general and gain a
basic understanding of the behavioral implications regarding the attitude toward the
black box problem in particular, we build on attitude-based technology acceptance research. This research stream is based on the theory of planned behavior (TPB) that links
users’ behavioral beliefs to the attitude toward an object. In this context, attitude is
defined as an individual’s evaluation (i.e., positive or negative) of a certain object [15].
More precisely, TPB postulates that behavior is influenced by attitude, and attitude is
influenced by beliefs [13]. As we strive to analyze how beliefs regarding the black box
problem shape the attitude toward AI-based recommendations, TPB seems to be the
most appropriate starting point to develop comprehensible models. In the context of our
research, beliefs are defined as the perception of the black box problem. Complementary, we consider the attitude toward an object with the object being specified as AIbased recommendations. Besides, we consider the use context where a particular belief
emerges as different perspectives might result in divergent attitudes. Behavioral theory
suggests that the use context influences the attitude of users and thereby affecting their
acceptance [16]. In other words, the actions users take when using an information system depend on the attitude they have in a particular situation and that the attitude formation process varies in different contexts. Therefore, we adopted an approach proposed by Krönung et al. [14]. The authors show that the use context influences the
attitude formation process in the respective context of using information systems. The
use context can either be mandatory or voluntary. A mandatory use context is characterized by the obligatory use of information systems. For example, an organization requires its employees to use a certain technology and deny them to handle business-

related tasks without the applied technology. In comparison, in a voluntary use context,
the organization offers information systems as a supportive tool. However, the use is
not required to fulfill the business-related task, and employees can decide themselves
if they want to apply a certain system. In sum, this paper considers the perception of
the black box problem as a belief that shapes the attitude toward an object, which are
in our approach AI-based recommendations. In addition, we investigate the use context,
thereby distinguishing between a voluntary and a mandatory technology use as an individual’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations might differ in relation to the use
context.
2.2

Recommender systems in human resources management

Recommender systems describe information systems that process user data to provide
personalized recommendations for products or services that match user preferences [3].
By sorting and filtering alternatives, recommender systems aim to reduce possible information overload for users and support them in making reasonable decisions. In the
last decade, recommender systems have been increasingly implemented in a variety of
application domains with a strong focus on e-commerce and media in the consumer
context [17] to reduce a consumer’s effort to find relevant products or services. In contrast, in an HR context, two types of recommender systems are discussed depending on
their aim to support either the organization or the job seeker. The first ones are job
recommender systems that support job seekers in their job search by matching vacancies with their job preferences. The second group is CV recommender systems that are
implemented by organizations and support recruiters by pre-selecting suitable candidates for a certain vacancy.
For realizing a data-driven recommender system, there are different kinds of approaches like collaborative or content-based filtering [18]. Besides these more traditional statistical metrics, the methods behind those approaches are nowadays increasingly based on AI models that lead to more user-centric AI-based recommendations [19].
Given the ubiquity of recommender systems, scholarly research put much effort to
investigate factors that influence the acceptance of both the recommender systems and
the underlying recommendations in a business-to-consumer context. Prior research
shows, for example, that personalization and familiarity positively influence the acceptance of recommender systems [18], while system biases might decrease the adoption of such systems [20]. However, it remains unclear under which circumstances these
results can be adapted to a business-related context, which is characterized by higher
stakes of the decisions. While the consequences of a failed product recommendation
are comparability low, a wrong business decision might lead to more serious economic
consequences. In an HR context, for example, the recruitment of an unskilled employee
due to an insufficient recommendation might damage the company’s reputation if this
new employee is not able to perform adequately. Besides, the application of such recommender systems in HR can be either mandatory or voluntary, depending on the organization’s strategy [14]. A review of the literature shows that academic research evaluates automation in HRM predominantly positive [21–23]. However, little is known

about its consequences for organizational users in general and recruiters in particularly [24]. Accordingly, the understanding of how organizations can proactively influence the attitude toward these AI-based recommendations remains limited.
Therefore, it is essential to look at recommendations in the business context in general and in the HR context in particular as individuals might show different acceptance
behaviors toward the use of recommender systems in organizations.
2.3

Black box problem

Recent AI-based systems based on deep learning achieve higher predictive quality
while at the same time gaining in complexity. Therefore, individuals find it increasingly
difficult to understand the underlying reasoning for a certain recommendation. This
phenomenon is subsumed under the term “black box problem”. Black boxes miss
providing further information about how predictions are generated [25] as they cover
multiple levels of abstraction that are barely interpretable [26]. Prior research has highlighted that uncertainty about the reliability of AI predictions might hurt trust in AIbased systems and reduce acceptance of an AI-based recommendation [12]. Hence,
transparency and explainability of data-based decisions are crucial for most business
processes (e.g., recruiting of candidates) and medical (e.g., interpretation of radiographic images) or safety-critical (e.g., autonomous driving) as well as commercial
(e.g., lending decisions) applications [7, 11, 12]. Individuals want to understand the
reasons for a certain recommendation to appraise the consequences and – especially
when they are responsible for a certain task – to verify a decision. In comparison, black
boxes might be acceptable in most business-to-consumer contexts as referred services
(e.g., translation services, consumer entertainment, e-commerce) are merely uncritical,
and the consequences of failed AI-based recommendations are unspectacular and manageable [12]. Thus, transparency requirements for AI-based systems might be higher
for Business-to-Business than for Business-to-Consumer contexts [25].
To address this issue, regulatory authorities and other initiatives have lately focused
on the transparency of algorithms and started to promote the concept of explainable AI
(XAI). According to Zanni-Merk [27], the overall goal of XAI is to build an explainable
model. This is, understandable by humans, yet providing justification for predictions or
decisions. Previous research focuses on the black box problem from a technical perspective (e.g., underlying explanatory structures of an algorithm) [7, 11, 12, 26, 28], in
the medical domain [29–32], or in the financial sector [25, 33, 34]. However, the impact
of the black box problem in an organizational context in general and in HRM in particular is mostly unaddressed. Especially in HRM, it is crucial to understand how the
output of an AI-based system is generated. First, the consequences of failed recommendations might be business-critical (e.g., algorithms with discriminatory tendencies,
which harms a company’s reputation). Second, from an organization’s perspective, the
individual’s attitude toward an AI-based recommendation must be investigated to encourage the usage of such systems. We aim to address this research gap by conducting
an exploratory interview analysis to unveil the user’s perception of the black box problem to gain insights regarding the attitude toward AI-based recommendations.

3

Research method

The overall aim of this paper is to explain attitude-based technology acceptance of AIbased recommendations against the backdrop of the black box problem. To reveal the
user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations in HR, we applied a two-stage
approach. First, we conducted interviews to get further insights regarding the black box
problem as a determinant for the user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations.
Second, we examined the influence of the use context on the relation between the perception of the black box problem and the attitude toward AI-based recommendations.
As already mentioned before, our research focuses on applications in the business context, more specifically on the application in HRM. Furthermore, we distinguish between
a mandatory and a voluntary use context.
3.1

Study design

Overall, 21 semi-structured interviews with experts from various fields (HRM, AI and
ML, law, data protection) were conducted to gain a broad understanding of fundamental
beliefs and concerns regarding the acceptance of AI-based recommendations in HRM
[35]. All interviewed experts (I1 – I21) have experience with recruiting of candidates
and can assess the black box problem as they deal with the potentials of innovative AItechnologies in their daily work. Our interviewees provide both a perspective from an
organizational and from an individual point of view as the experts indicate that the black
box problem affects the organization in general and the user of AI-based systems in
particular. The identification of potential experts took place by screening their businessrelated networking sites in order to assess their involvement in the topic. In sum, 56
potential participants were contacted via E-Mail or the professional network platform
LinkedIn. Twenty-eight contacted persons did not respond, and seven persons stated
they could not take part due to time issues or because they are not highly involved in
recruiting processes. In the end, we interviewed 21experts exclusively in person or by
phone. Table 1 illustrates the demographic characteristics.
Table 1. Overview on the study design

Characteristics
Gender
Age

Background

Attribute
Male
Female
24 – 29
30 – 39
40 – 49
50 – 59
>59
Recruiting
AI and ML
Law/ Data Protection

12
9
7
2
4
4
4
9
7
5

Share
(56,1%)
(42,9%)
(33,3%)
(9,5%)
(19,1%)
(19,1%)
(19,1%)
(42,9%)
(33,3%)
(23,8%)

We conducted an interview guideline considering questions regarding the awareness
and relevance of the black box problem, the evaluation of lack in transparency and
explainability of AI-based recommendations (i.e., positive vs. negative), as well as the
importance of an application’s use context (i.e., mandatory vs. voluntary). The interview guideline follows a semi-structured format. This approach gives respondents
sufficient freedom to describe their overall attitude toward AI-based recommendations.
Moreover, it allows for consistency across the interviews and enables the interviewer
to explain specific and new insights [36, 37]. To reduce possible response bias and
encounter social desirability, the authors assured them to treat all answers anonymous
and strictly confidential.
3.2

Interview-based research

The transcription in preparation for the data analysis was accomplished after each interview using MAXQDA. This approach ensured that no thematic aspect is missing in
the analysis. The systematic analysis and categorization of the insights from the interviews followed the method of qualitative content analysis [38]. In order to generate
insights regarding the perception of the black box problem from the user’s perspective
in an organizational context, we followed an exploratory, inductive approach to code
the interviews [38, 39]. Coding the interviews inductively allows the consideration of
alternative solutions as we searched for statements that reflect alternative adoption behaviors as well as determinants for the attitude toward AI-based recommendations,
thereby avoiding a bias toward the black box problem [35, 40].

4

Results

Based on the interviews, we could derive two propositions, P1 and P2. A synthesis of
determinants for the attitude toward AI-based recommendations results in the research
model shown in Figure 1.
In our analysis, we identified the black box problem (i.e., awareness and relevance)
as a determinant to explain the user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations (P1).
Additionally, we found evidence that the use context (i.e., voluntary vs. mandatory)
moderates the relation between the black box problem and user’s attitude toward AIbased recommendations (P2). In the following subchapters, we will describe the resulting implications in more detail.

Figure 1. Relation between black box problem and attitude toward AI-based recommendations.

4.1

Black box and attitude toward AI-based recommendations

To explain the user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations, we examine the black
box problem from an individual’s perspective in an organizational HRM context.
Thereby, we identified users’ awareness regarding the lack of transparency and explainability of AI-based recommendations. Based on our analysis, we highlight users’ evaluation of the black box problem by scrutinizing the relevance of a black box when users
rely on AI-based recommendations. In general, the interviews show that users are aware
of the black box problem of AI-based recommendations and assess this issue as highly
relevant for HR. Black boxes seem to be the major challenge when an organization
considers the application of AI-based recommendations in HR-related processes, as the
following statements show:
“At the moment, black boxes are the greatest challenge for AI systems, because we
do not know how they come to their decisions.” (I1)
“[...] there is no transparency, the accountability is lost, and these systems are not
traceable.” (I13)
More precisely, respondents criticize the incomprehensibility of AI-based recommendations resulting from obscure data processing. They are not able to interpret the
recommendation’s underlying reasoning and would prefer a higher level of transparency:
“The problem when applying AI-based recommendations is that data is inserted and
then an answer emerges. It is unclear, however, how this answer has been produced.
[…]. It is incomprehensible.” (I14)
HR-related processes are linked to a certain degree to responsibility regarding the
consequences of a decision. Therefore, users find it difficult to trust non-transparent
recommendations and to assume responsibility for the consequences, as the following
interviewee stated:
“I imagine working together with an AI to be complicated, as I would need to raise
a lot of trust, if not understanding its inner workings [...] because I like to understand
causes and procedures.” (I21)

To increase the attitude toward AI-based recommendation in HR, organizations have
to clarify the level of responsibility for the users with regard to the acceptance of AIbased recommendations.
Especially in an organizational HRM context, users want AI-based systems to provide additional information regarding the underlying processes. Respondents see it
critical when AI-based systems miss to exemplify how recommendations are generated
and believe that AI-based recommendations should offer some detailed explanation for
the suggested solution:
“The user of AI systems should not only be told: ‘This is the result now and you trust
it.’ Rather, requests should be allowed. For example: ‘When was a candidate filtered
out?’ And then the user himself also thinks about what the reasons are. However, explainable artificial intelligence is still very much in development.” (I3)
Regarding “soft skills” (e.g., empathy and intuition), humans are currently superior
to systems [9]. Anyhow, respondents see potentials in the application of AI-based systems, in particular when it comes to processing a huge data amount:
“In feeling, in intuition, in perception – generally in all ‘human competencies’, AI
systems are inferior to humans. An AI system has no chance in this respect. On the
other hand, where man has no chance is when it comes to the evaluation of very many
numbers. If thousands of people apply for a job in a large corporation, then people
have no chance to match their skills as quickly as AI.” (I2)
AI-based recommendations might also be an appropriate instrument to prevent discriminatory tendencies in HRM as unbiased, and correctly programmed algorithms are
directly linked to consistent and impartial decisions [41].
“When it comes to recruiting, AI has the biggest potential here. It will help human
beings to overcome their conclusive biases when making a decision. But again, AI or
any intelligent system is only as good as the data you are feeding it with.” (I7)
However, there are also more critical voices regarding the underlying algorithms of
AI-based recommendations programmed by humans as the black box contains – strictly
speaking – also the opinion of the programmer and represents his beliefs:
“An algorithm is not objective. An algorithm does not have a moral. The machine
does what humans tell it to do. In the end, in particular, it depends on humans becoming
aware when making the decision to use an algorithm or AI system that ultimately, it is
error-prone and, furthermore, where the boundaries and possibilities of the system
lie.” (I6)
In summary, the interviews show that users are aware of the black box problem in
an organizational context and evaluate it as a relevant issue that influences their attitude
toward AI-based recommendations. Particularly in HRM, where personal data is processed, transparent decisions are inevitable. For example, insufficient explanations in
the process of applicant selection can harm an organization’s reputation due to discrimination accusations and even induce legal consequences [10]. Therefore, it is important
that users of AI-based recommendations are aware of the consequences resulting from
a lack of transparency and explainability.
Hence, we argue that there is a relation between the black box problem and the user’s
attitude toward AI-based recommendations. This applies when the user is aware of the

lack of transparency and explainability. Simultaneously, the user has to evaluate the
relevancy of the given challenge as crucial. Provided that both aspects are given, the
user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations is more negatively connoted. Therefore, we conclude that the perception of the black box problem, conceptualized by
awareness and relevance, influence the attitude toward AI-based recommendations,
such that we assume:
P1: The higher (lower) a user’s perception of the black box problem in terms of
awareness and relevance, the lower (higher) is the user’s attitude toward AI-based
recommendations.
4.2

The influence of the use context

In our interview-based study, we examined the influence of the use context on the
relation between the black box problem and the user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations. Organizations might pursue the mandatory use of AI-based systems to
realize advantages from the organization’s perspective (e.g., increase labor
productivity). In a mandatory use context, the organization constrains its employees to
use a specific AI-based system. Users have no other choice and must accept the
recommendation created by the AI. For example, an organization implements a mandatory CV parser. Users have to accept the recommendations from the CV parser instead of screening CVs independently – even if they are not able to understand a certain
recommendation and are eventually responsible for the consequences.
In contrast, organizations can implement AI-based systems as a supportive tool that
can be used voluntarily by employees to support them in their daily work routine.
In our interviews, we found evidence that users’ attitude toward AI-based recommendations depends on the level of voluntariness provided by an organizational AIbased system. In general, the interviews indicate that users hesitate to trust a mandatory
tool to make business-critical decisions. Respondents evaluate it critically if AI-based
systems force users to select a certain option without giving them any guidance regarding the consequences, even when the objective of an AI-based recommendation is relieving the user (e.g., recruiter), illustrated by the following statement:
“But I don’t think the AI should decide whether I want to hire someone or not, it
should just simplify what the HR person does for them.” (I12)
More precisely, the interviews show that users want to make the final decision (e.g.,
selection of candidates in the recruiting process) and are critical of AI-based systems
that act autonomously:
“That [who is responsible for AI-based decisions] is already a discussion. But AI
should not be the ultimate decision-maker. The decision maker is the one who uses this
tool.” (I1)
Furthermore, respondents stated that users might feel uncomfortable to follow such
a non-transparent recommendation when they are personally responsible for the decision. Moreover, interviewees find it difficult to verify a decision they are not able to
interpret. Especially when they cope with reconstructing the reasoning of an AI-based
recommendation:

“The users receive some recommendations that should lead to a decision respectively contribute to a decision making the process. But in the end, the human decision
maker, e.g., the recruiter, is held responsible for the decision.” (I1)
In comparison, a voluntary use context allows the user to consider AI-based systems
as a supportive tool. The recommendations provided are a kind of guidance for the user.
For example, recruiters receive AI-based recommendations for a job platform regarding
appropriate candidates. The recruiter can accept these recommendations and contact
the proposed candidates or ignore them. In this particular case, AI-based systems
support the user in self-assessment:
“So, if the recommendation of the AI is not understandable, then I feel uncomfortable
with it. If this is something where you would have come to the same conclusion or you
can check the recommendation (e.g., by running an assessment center independently of
the AI recommendation), then perhaps AI will help you to rethink your assessments.” (I3)
Simultaneously, in a voluntary use context, the user receives enough freedom to
make their own decisions. In this case, the black box problem is less critical. AI-based
recommendations are merely options and support the user in the daily work – but the
final decision resides with the user:
“So I’m always a friend of any kind of support, but the last decision must be made
by the human being.” (I9)
In summary, the interviews indicate that the relation between the black box problem
and user’s attitude is moderated by the use context. A mandatory use context strengthens the negative relation between the perception of the black box problem and the attitude toward an AI-based recommendation, whereas a voluntary use context weakens
this effect. Especially when users are responsible for a decision, they want to understand the underlying reasoning of a recommendation and evaluate the use of mandatory
AI-based systems more negatively. In contrast, AI-based recommendations are
evaluated positively when they are considered as a supportive tool, and the user maintains the decisional power. Therefore, we propose:
P2: The use context moderates the relation between the black box problem and
user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations such that the relation is stronger
(weaker) in a mandatory (voluntary) use context.

5

Discussion

We propose that the attitude toward AI-based recommendations is based on the perception of the black box problem in terms of awareness and relevance and that the influence
of this perception depends on the context of AI-based recommendations, whereas we
assume that the effect is stronger in mandatory use contexts. This proposed theoretical
model has implications for theory and practice, as we will discuss in the following.
Prior studies have generated insights by outlining the technical perspective of the black
box problem, thereby focusing on methods to increase explainability of the underlying

algorithms [7, 11, 12, 28]. Further, approaches that deal with the black box problem
consider in particular the medical domain [29–32] as well as the financial sector [25,
33, 34] with a strong focus on the technical perspective, thereby unveiling how an algorithm works to derive recommendations.
The issue of why perceptions on the black box problem influence an individual’s
attitude toward AI-based recommendations in HR is largely unaddressed, especially in
regard to the use context (i.e., mandatory vs. voluntary). Therefore, our theoretical
model contributes to the outlined XAI discussion in the literature by providing an individual focused perspective that explains how AI users evaluate the black box problem
in HR and if the black box problem shapes their attitude toward AI-based
recommendations. This perspective enriches the rather technical perspective in the
literature as it highlights the need for a comprehensive model to explain the relation of
the black box problem of AI-based recommendations and the role of the use context.
Our proposed model addresses this challenge by providing valuable insights regarding
the black box perceptions on the attitude toward AI-based recommendations. The overall results show that the attitude toward AI-based recommendations is more negative
when user awareness and user evaluation as determinants of the black box problem are
high. Furthermore, we contribute by considering the organizational use context as a
moderator on the relation between AI-based recommendations and the perception of
the black box problem. We show that a mandatory use context, which is characterized
by the obligated use of AI-based systems, strengthens the relation between the black
box problem and user’s attitude toward AI-based recommendations. In contrast, users
evaluate the voluntary use of AI-based systems as beneficial because the given
recommendations are experienced as suggestions and support them in their businessrelated tasks.
Regarding research dealing with AI-based systems in HRM, we followed the call for
an examination of attitude-based technology acceptance research [42]. So far, much
research has focused on the application of AI to enhance the strategic role of HR [43].
AI-based systems are implemented to increase value creation for the company and
therefore realize economic advantages. Furthermore, research has focused on using AI
to improve employees’ performance from an organizational point of view [44]. In this
context, research has tackled the challenges of discrimination and unfairness and discussed AI as an appropriate instrument to prevent both discriminatory tendencies and
unfairness [41]. Besides these research efforts linking AI and HRM and to focus on
general challenges such as discrimination, less is known about how HR employees
value the use of AI in their job. Hence, this paper contributes to this stream of research
by focusing on the user’s attitude toward such AI-based systems in HR. Our study contributes to this discussion in the literature as it shows that HR employees are aware of
the black box problem. They evaluate the lack of transparency and explainability as
critical, especially when they are responsible for a decision, which they are not able to
verify (mandatory use context). However, HR employees see potential in AI-based systems as recommendations can support them in non-critical business-related decision
making (voluntary use context). Our findings also give practical implications. When
implementing AI-based systems, companies should be aware of the fact that user
acceptance depends on the transparency and understandability of such systems. In

addition, AI-based recommendations are not suitable for every business-related task.
When users are of high responsibility for the possible consequences, they wanted to be
more involved in the decision-making process and hesitate to trust AI-based
recommendations unconditionally.
Besides these contributions, the presented paper underlies several limitations. First,
the generalizability of the findings is restricted as only 21 German experts with experience in recruiting or AI affinity were interviewed. As the majority of respondents deal
with innovative technologies and AI in their daily business, the sample might be biased
in regard to awareness of the black box problem. Based on our findings, we aim at
expanding future research in regard to the implementation of XAI in HRM. In this context, it is not only important to understand the perception of the black box problem
within an organization, but also to focus on the black box problem for AI-based recommendations that are provided to external individuals, such as in an HR context potential
employees. Therefore, future research should expand our study to black box problems
of AI-based recommendations offered for candidates. This might enable to study additional use contexts that are relevant in the general AI-based recommendation context.
In addition, the identified effects can be further validated by using a quantitative study
that enables tests of additional context factors such as user personality or experience
with AI. These factors have not been tested in the development of the proposed model
so far, but they are expected to better explain which users in which contexts especially
perceive the black box problem such that it influences their attitude toward AI-based
recommendations.
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Conclusion

This paper contributes to both academia and practice. We provide insights into the application of XAI in HRM. We highlight the importance of perception of the black box
problem conceptualized by the awareness and the relevance in regard to AI-based recommendation systems. Adding to the existing technical-oriented literature on the black
box problem, this work recognizes the individual perspective and examines an attitudebased view on this strategically relevant topic. According to use of these findings in
practice, we highlight the need for awareness regarding the trade-off between realization of an organization’s efficiency and the user’s responsibility for their decisions.
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